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Highlights
• It is demonstrated that it is possible to successfully employ blockchain technology
to facilitate machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions and establish a M2M electricity market in the context of the chemical industry via the Internet of Things.
• The presented scenario includes two electricity producers and one electricity consumer trading with each other over a blockchain.
• This paper describes and discusses the research and application landscape of blockchain
technology in relation to Industry 4.0.
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to explore applications of blockchain technology
related to the 4th Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) and to present an example
where blockchain is employed to facilitate machine-to-machine (M2M) interactions
and establish a M2M electricity market in the context of the chemical industry. The
presented scenario includes two electricity producers and one electricity consumer
trading with each other over a blockchain. The producers publish exchange offers
of energy (in kWh) for currency (in USD) in a data stream. The consumer reads the
offers, analyses them and attempts to satisfy its energy demand at a minimum cost.
When an offer is accepted it is executed as an atomic exchange (multiple simultaneous transactions). Additionally, this paper describes and discusses the research and
application landscape of blockchain technology in relation to the Industry 4.0. It concludes that this technology has significant under-researched potential to support and
enhance the efficiency gains of the revolution and identifies areas for future research.
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1

Introduction

Industry 4.0 (or the 4th Industrial Revolution) introduces into industry the concepts of
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, cyber-physical systems (CPSs) and the Internet of Things (IoT) [37, 40]. M2M communication refers to the ability of industrial
components to communicate with each other. CPSs can monitor physical processes, create virtual copies of the physical world and make decentralised decisions. IoT is a dynamic network where physical and virtual entities have identities and attributes and use
intelligent interfaces. An eco-industrial plant (EIP) refers to an industrial park where businesses cooperate with each other and, at times, with the local community to reduce waste
and pollution, efficiently share resources (such as information, materials, water, energy,
infrastructure, and natural resources) and minimise environmental impact while simultaneously increasing business success [28, 49, 50]. Implementation of the principles of
Industry 4.0 and EIPs in the industry could be aided by blockchain technology. For example, blockchain could be used to facilitate M2M commodity (e.g. electricity) trading.
Such a system would benefit from reduced administration cost and increased speed over
the traditional practice.
The purpose of this paper is to explore applications of blockchain technology related to
Industry 4.0 and to present an example where blockchain is employed to facilitate M2M
interactions and establish a M2M electricity market in the context of the chemical industry. This paper is structured as follows: section 2 introduces the readers to blockchain
technology using the biggest digital currency (Bitcoin) as case study; section 2.2 describes
and discusses the research and application landscape in relation to the engineering industry; section 3 provides implementation details of the example, including the interactions
occurring on the blockchain; section 4 summarizes the main findings.

2

Background

Blockchain technology is a relatively new research area. Whilst the topic is currently
ubiquitous on the news, many readers may not be familiar with the technical terms. For
readers’ benefit this publication provides a background section with a description of the
inner workings and key concepts of blockchain technology and a brief literature review.

2.1

What is blockchain technology?

Blockchain is a type of distributed, electronic database (ledger) which can hold any information (e.g. records, events, transactions) and can set rules on how this information
is updated [29]. It continually grows as blocks (files with data e.g. transactions) are appended and linked (chained) to the previous block using a hash (the chaining is visualised
in Fig. 1 using Bitcoin as an example). The hash is produced by running contents of the
block in question through a cryptographic hash function (e.g. Bitcoin uses Secure Hash
Algorithm - 256 bit, SHA-256). An ideal cryptographic hash function can easily produce
a hash for any input, but it is difficult to use the hash to derive the input. Additionally,
3

any changes in the original data should result in extensive and seemingly uncorrelated
changes to the hash [43, 54]. Finally, it should be infeasible for two different inputs to
result in the same hash. Using the cryptographic hashes in this manner ensures that in order to alter an entry in a past block all subsequent blocks also need to be altered [43, 54].
The ledger is validated and maintained by a network of participants (nodes) according to
a predefined consensus mechanism (a set of rules allowing the network to reach a global
agreement [25]) so no single centralized authority is needed. Multiple (but not necessarily
all) nodes hold a full copy of the entire database.
Blockchain technology is relatively new, continues to evolves and comes in many different shapes and forms. In this paper Bitcoin is used as a case study as it is the most wellknown and successful implementation of blockchain technology. Bitcoin is a payment
system based on a permissionless (i.e. anyone can read or write to the chain) blockchain
maintained by a peer-to-peer network (P2P) [5]. It features its native currency (bitcoin or
BTC), a proof-of-work consensus mechanism (note that there exist other types of consensus mechanisms; for more see A.2), timestamped blocks not larger than 1 MB (number of
transactions per block varies depending on their size), anonymity, a financial incentive to
publish blocks, optional transaction fees, a cap of the total BTC supply and BTC fungibility. The blocks primarily record BTC transactions, although additional data can also be
included. An example of Bitcoin’s block and its contents can be viewed in Fig. 2 and 3,
respectively. A transaction is a transfer of BTC from a wallet address (or addresses) to
another wallet address (or addresses). For creation transactions, only a receiving wallet
is required. Wallets are a public representations of the public and private key pairs that
are used to store and transfer coins. One or more such key pairs are generated for each
participant so business can be conducted in a secure and anonymous manner. The keys
are a result of an encryption method called public-private key cryptography, which uses
pairs of parameters: public and private. A public key can be used to verify that a message
was created by an owner of the paired private key (verification of a digital signature) and
to encrypt a message such that only the aforementioned owner can decrypt.
Bitcoin employs a proof-of-work consensus mechanism where the ability to verify and
publish transactions is dependent on the computing power of a node [5]. In order to
publish a block, a node is required to complete the following steps:
1. Build a candidate block using valid transactions (i.e. compatible with the rest of the
chain) from among the submitted transactions.
2. Calculate a hash of the block header using SHA-256 and compare it with the current
target (a specific number of leading zeros; for more information see Hash target
in A.1), which is imposed by Bitcoin’s protocol.
3. If the hash is not correct, the nonce of the header (an arbitrary number in the header)
will be repeatedly altered until a solution is found or the target is changed (which
means that another node’s block was added to the chain).
4. If the hash is correct, the block is broadcast to the Bitcoin network.
5. If majority of the network (weighted by computing power) accepts the block it is
permanently added to the chain and the publisher is rewarded with newly created
BTCs.
4

6. If another node’s block is added to the chain, the current block will be discarded
entirely and the process needs to start all over again.
Note that in a case where multiple suitable blocks are broadcast almost simultaneously,
the chain will temporarily split into two or more branches (forks) which will be pursued
until one is backed by a majority of the network. Bitcoin’s protocol ensures that a block
is added to the chain roughly every 10 minutes (ideally 2016 blocks would be added
every 1209600 seconds) by adjusting the difficulty of the hash target [5]. However, this
mechanism results in significant confirmation latency (order of tens of minutes) and can
be resource exhaustive.

Block N

Block N+1

Header

Header

Header hash from
block N-1

Header hash from
block N

Merkle root

Merkle root

Transactions

Transactions

Figure 1: Chaining of the Bitcoin blocks (adapted from [5]). Note that merkle root is a
hash based upon all transactions in a block (for more details see entry "Merkle
tree" in A.1).

2.2

Explored areas and applications

Blockchain is yet to be fully explored in the academic literature, particularly in relation to
the chemical industries. The review of the literature that informed this section therefore
included technical reports, industrial and governmental position papers and news articles,
which provide better access to the latest work in several areas.
The findings were divided into the following areas:
Explored areas
Security and privacy
Wasted resources and usability
Applications
5

Figure 2: General information about Bitcoin block no. 438995 [6].

Figure 3: Sample of transactions from Bitcoin block no. 438995 [6].
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Record-keeping and contract enforcement
The Internet of Things
Security and privacy
Security and privacy are among the core issues of blockchain technology as applied to
digital currencies and at the same time the most explored areas. The main issues of security include a possibility of 51% attack, which involves attackers collectively controlling
majority of the network, scams (e.g. Ponzi scams, mining scams, scam wallet, fraudulent
exchanges) and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks on exchanges and mining
pools. A degree of privacy is introduced as every participant may use one or more anonymous wallets. However, it is still possible to uncover information on the wallet openers.
For example, Koshy et al. [39] managed to map a subset of Bitcoin addresses to IP addresses by monitoring and analysing transaction traffic.
A comprehensive review by Yli-Huumo et al. [62] found that the majority of research
publications are concerned with this area. These issues are also addressed by Koblitz and
Menezes [38] who describe two solutions to the problem of creating a digital currency
with the advantages of physical cash, namely an elliptic-curve-based version of a construction provided by Brands [23] and Bitcoin. A detailed description of the mathematics and necessary protocols (setup, signature, withdrawal, payment, deposit and doublespending prevention) for currency systems based on cryptographic hash functions is provided. Applications specifically addressing the issues include CoinParty [65], CoinShuffle [30], Zerocash [56] and Enigma [56]. Zerocash is a ledger-based digital currency
which allows user identities, transaction amounts and account balances to be hidden from
public view, but still with the ability to quickly and efficiently facilitate transactions (not
exclusively financial). Enigma combines blockchain and off-blockchain data storage to
construct a personal data management platform focused on privacy.
Wasted resources and usability
Maintaining the most popular blockchain network consumes significant amounts of energy on calculations which have no meaning other than the maintenance. According to
O’Dwyer and Malone [48] in 2014 the power used for Bitcoin mining was comparable
to Ireland’s electricity consumption. Furthermore, increasing accessibility of blockchain
technology (e.g. via more user-friendly application programming interface, API) should
increase its exposure to areas other than technical computer science and thus help to alleviate the problem of wasted resources and many others.
The review by Yli-Huumo et al. [62] identified eight papers focused on the problems of
wasted resources and usability (four each). The applications aimed at improving Bitcoin’s usability include BitConeView [36] and BitIodine [58]. English et al. [31] demonstrate how Semantic Web and blockchain technology can enhance each other: the former
could facilitate implementation of the latter for several novel applications (e.g. Industry 4.0 platforms for online education or for supply chain management), while the latter
could contribute towards the realization of a more robust Semantic Web (for a definition
see A.1). An ontology for capturing data within a blockchain was created in order to
increase usability of the technology, to facilitate a shared understanding of this technology between humans and to enable interlinking with other Linked Data (for a definition
7

see A.1) to conduct formal reasoning and inference. A number of consensus mechanisms
were developed which are not primarily based on performing intensive computations and
typically enjoy lower electricity consumption for a similar blockchain network. Those
include the following mechanisms: proof-of-stake [32, 47, 60], deposit-based [57, 63],
Byzantine agreement [27, 35, 46, 60] and a rotation scheme [33]. Goodman [32] and
Greenspan [33] employ those concepts in their projects, respectively, Tezos and MultiChain. The first is a generic and self-amending crypto-ledger employing proof-of-stake
consensus mechanism. The second is an off-the-shelf platform for the creation and deployment of private blockchains aiming to facilitate easy deployment of blockchain in the
organisations of the financial sector.
Application to record-keeping and contract enforcement
Keeping and creation of records and enforcement of contracts are among the most promising applications of blockchain technology across a wide range of industries from finance
to construction. In the context of Industry 4.0 such capability could facilitate logging and
sharing data (e.g. emissions) and advanced M2M trading (e.g. bonds).
Watanabe et al. [61] presents a blockchain-based system for confirming contractor consent and archiving the contractual documents. Cardeira [26] argues that employment of
the blockchain technology might remedy the major problems of construction industry,
namely timing and guarantee of payments, via smart contracts (for a definition see A.1).
Smart contracts would ensure that sufficient funds are available to finance the project and
that everyone is paid in a timely manner. The governmental report by Condos et al. [29]
assesses the opportunities and risks of blockchain technology from the perspective of the
American state of Vermont. It is identified that a valid blockchain could be a reliable way
of confirming the party submitting a record, the time and date of its submission, and the
contents of the record at the time of submission. The final conclusion states that currently
the costs and challenges associated with the technology for Vermont’s public recordkeeping outweigh the identifiable benefits. O’Dair et al. [47] discuss various applications in
the music industry, including a networked copyright database, efficient royalty payment
system and provision of access to alternative funding sources for artists. Organisations
using blockchain in the music industry include Bittunes [11], Dot Blockchain Music [17]
and Mycelia [18]. In the local infrastructure field, a number of projects have adopted
blockchain technology to enable residents to choose where to buy renewable energy from
(their neighbours or others) and to support communities in keeping energy resources local, reducing dissipation and increasing micro- and macro-grid efficiency. Those include
GridSingularity [1], LO3 [2] and SolarCoin [4], as described by a number of technology
news [41, 44, 45, 55].
Furthermore, a number of applications were found in finance including: chain.com [12]
(deployment of blockchain networks); Augur [13] (prediction trading); Everledger [14]
(certification of precious gemstones); Stroj [15] (sharing service for internet bandwidth
and spare disk space); Namecoin [10](an open-source Internet infrastructure such as DNS
and identities).
Application to the Internet of Things (IoT)
Employment of blockchain technology for the purpose of introducing transactional functionality to the IoT has been addressed by a number of ideas and applications including:
8

• IoTcoin [64] - a currency based on BTC intended to facilitate proof of ownership
and exchanges of IoT commodities (e.g. sensor data or smart property).
• Community currency [59] - a proposed crypto-currency issued by a non-government
entity to serve the economic or social interests of a group of people.
• Enigma [66] - whilst primarily a blockchain-based platform for personal data protection, an assessment by Atzori [21] deems it a suitable solution for the issue of
privacy in the IoT.
• IOTA [21, 24] - a crypto-currency developed for the IoT and M2M economy based
on Tangle, a blockchain "without blocks" (i.e. each transaction is confirmed separately).
• ADEPT (Autonomous Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Telemetry) [21, 51] - an architecture designed for a dynamic democracy of objects connected to a universal digital
ledger, which provides users with secure identification and authentication.
• Filament [16] - a technological framework developed to enable devices to hold
unique identities on a public ledger and to discover, communicate and interact with
each other in an autonomous and distributed manner.
At present there are no documented examples in the literature of M2M commodity trading
via IOT. The example presented in the paper explores the potential of that scenario.

3

Blockchain-enabled M2M electricity market

This section presents an example in which blockchain technology is employed to facilitate M2M interactions and establish a M2M electricity market in the context of the
chemical industry and the IoT. Electricity is a convenient example as its transfer is nearinstantaneous (as are the corresponding blockchain transactions), but in principle any
other commodity (e.g. steam, natural gas, coal) could be used here. However, the likelihood of a discrepancy between the blockchain record and reality is more likely for commodities which require significant delivery time.

3.1

Design and implementation

This scenario consists of two electricity producers and one electricity consumer which
trade with each other over a blockchain. The producers publish exchange offers of energy
(in kWh) for currency (in USD) in a data stream, which functions as a publishing board.
The consumer reads the offers, analyses them and attempts to satisfy its energy demand
at a minimum cost. When an offer is accepted it is executed as an atomic exchange (i.e.
two simultaneous transactions are executed and both must either succeed together or fail
together). The scenario is visualised conceptually in Fig. 4. It is envisaged that the machines participating in this system would each be equipped with a computer containing
9

their digital representation enabling them to interact with a blockchain and provide relevant sensor data. Here, the physical machines are replaced with physical simulations of
industrial processes in Aspen Plus (AP) [20].
The example was implemented on a Windows 10 machine hosting three Fedora 24 [53]
virtual machines. These used MultiChain [33] to establish a blockchain (named BE2) and
AP to simulate industrial processes.
MultiChain is a software package, in development, designed as an off-the-shelf platform
for the creation and deployment of private blockchains. In this implementation the primary features of BE2 include round robin consensus mechanism (for in-depth description
see section A.2.5) and native assets (here, a digital currency created on top of the chain’s
native currency; see Assets in section A.1).
Aspen Plus is a process modelling and optimisation software used by the bulk, fine, specialty, biochemical and polymer industries for the design, operation and optimisation of
safe, profitable manufacturing facilities. The AP simulations corresponding to the producers model a process in which natural gas is burnt to produce energy, see Fig. 5. The
energy demand of the consumer is modelled by a compressor increasing steam pressure,
see Fig. 6.
The machines running Fedora represent the producers and the consumer on chain BE2
and receive data from the AP simulations. Fig. 7 shows a section of Fedora terminal immediately after it has connected to BE2 and printed general information about it. All data
transfers outside the blockchain, interpretation and analysis of the posted offers, electricity pricing and automation were facilitated using scripts written in Python 3.5.

Producer 1
• Issue energy
• Post purchase offers (as
atomic transactions)

Blockchain
Offer sent

Producer 2
• Issue energy
• Post purchase offers (as
atomic transactions)
Consumer
• Look through the posted
offers
• Choose cheapest and
satisfy its own demand

Stream
Offer sent

Offer read

Published offers are
visible here

Accepted offer
Bundled (atomic) exchange
of money for energy

Figure 4: Visual presentation of energy producers and a consumer participating in an
electricity market over a blockchain.
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Figure 5: An Aspen Plus [20] simulation in which natural gas is burnt to produce energy.
A purchase offer for this energy is later posted on the blockchain.

Figure 6: An Aspen Plus [20] simulation in which an electricity-driven compressor increases steam pressure.

3.2

Results

This section presents a series of images, see Figs 8, 9 and 10, of commands and outputs
related to operations conducted on blockchain BE2. While the entities in the example can
conduct automated trade (via Python processes), it was most convenient to capture the
aforementioned images during a manual run-through.
A typical trade proceeds as follows:
1. The producer nodes prepare and publish exchange offers of kWh for USD in the
stream "elec-market-open", as shown on Fig. 8 for producer 1. The preparations
require the producers to lock a sufficient amount of energy asset and encode details
of the exchange.
2. The consumer node looks for the offers related to each publisher and decodes them
(see Fig. 9 for producer 1).
3. The consumer compares the offers and chooses the one which minimises the energy
11

Figure 7: Fedora terminal which has just connected to blockchain BE2 and printed general information about it (e.g. chain’s name, protocol version, current number
of blocks). MultiChain was used to set up the chain [33].
cost.
4. The consumer prepares a transaction matching the chosen offer by locking sufficient
funds and appending the chosen offer with payment details. It then encodes this and
submits the accepted exchange to the chain (see Fig. 10).
5. Finally, the consumer verifies that the transaction was validated by the chain (see
Fig. 10).

4

Conclusions and future work

This paper demonstrates that it is possible to successfully employ the blockchain technology to facilitate M2M interactions and establish a M2M electricity market in the context of
the chemical industry via the IoT. The presented scenario includes two electricity producers and one elecricity consumer trading with each other over a blockchain. The producers
12

Figure 8: Fedora terminal of producer 1 showing commands and outputs related to issuing the energy asset kWh to the wallet belonging to producer 1, preparing
a purchase offer of 1.0 kWh for 0.05 USD (prepareunlockedfrom and createrawexchange) and publishing the encoded offer on the stream "elec-marketopen".
publish exchange offers of energy (in kWh) for currency (in USD) in a data stream. The
consumer reads the offers, analyses them and attempts to satisfy its energy demand at a
minimum cost. When an offer is accepted it is executed as an atomic exchange.
Future work will involve employing blockchains in conjunction with J-Park Simulator
(JPS) [37, 49]. The JPS is a modelling platform for designing, computer-aided process
engineering (CAPE) and managing an eco-industrial park (EIP). This combination will
enable the application of the findings from the current example to larger networks and
different types of commodities, the implementation of more sophisticated pricing models,
balancing of the positions of customers and producers (at the moment the market is purely
producer-driven) and the introduction of more complex trade deals using smart contracts.
From the chemical engineering perspective, the intention is to use a greater variety of
models and to introduce dynamic behaviour (e.g. a simulation of a process line during
start-up and shut-down). Blockchain technology has the potential to revolutionise the
engineering industry by facilitating the transition to and functioning of Industry 4.0. Furthermore, there remain many unexplored research areas (e.g. latency, throughput, size and
bandwidth, forks, side chains, multiple chains and usability from the developer perspective) and application areas (smart contracts, licensing, IoT, and smart properties) leaving
significant potential for further innovation.
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Figure 9: Fedora terminal of the consumer showing commands and outputs related to
finding the latest offer posted by producer 1 published on the stream "elecmarket-open" and decoding its details.
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Figure 10: Fedora terminal of the consumer showing commands and outputs related to
adding a matching transaction to the purchase offer of 1.0 kWh for 0.05 USD
(prepareunlockedfrom and appendrawexchange), broadcasting the accepted
purchase offer to the chain and confirming that the offer has been validated
within the blockchain.
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Appendix A

A.1

Key concepts and definitions of the blockchain
technology

Definitions

This subsection contains definitions of terms characteristic to the area of blockchain technology and crypto-currencies.
51% attack - an attempt by one or more participants with collective majority control of
a network (e.g. by hash rate or stake) to revise transaction history and/or prevent new
transactions from being confirmed.
Assets - an entity (e.g. currency, commodity) created by sending additional data in transactions of a chain’s native currency.
Block - a file in which data (e.g. transactions, events) are recorded.
Blockchain - a distributed, electronic database which can hold any information (records,
events, transactions, etc.) and can set rules on how information is updated [29]. It continually grows as discrete chunks (blocks) are appended and linked (chained) to the previous
block using the hash of its content. It also records every change made in its history so
in order to alter a past entry all subsequent blocks also need to be altered. It is authenticated and maintained through a distributed network of participants (nodes) according to a
predefined consensus mechanism [29].
Botnet - a number of Internet-connected computers communicating with other similar
machines in which components located on networked computers communicate and coordinate their actions by command and control or by passing messages to one another [7].
Byzantine Generals Problem (as described by Lamport et al. [42]) - an agreement problem in which a group of generals, each commanding a portion of the Byzantine army,
encircle a city. These generals wish to formulate a plan for attacking the city. In the most
basic form they need to decide whether to attack or retreat. It is vital that every general
agrees on a common decision, for a halfhearted attack by a few generals would become
a rout and be worse than a coordinated attack or a coordinated retreat. The problem is
complicated by the presence of traitorous generals who may not only cast a vote for a
suboptimal strategy, but also do so selectively (i.e. different answers sent to different people). This is analogous to a number of nodes participating in a blockchain attempting to
arrive at a global consensus whilst using unreliable communication and under threat of
some participants malfunctioning or being malicious.
Consensus mechanism - a set of state transition rules enabling an economic set (among
which the rights to conduct the transition are distributed) to perform secure update of the
state [25]. Bitcoin users are an example of the aforementioned economic set. For further
description and examples see section A.2.
Crypto-currency - a digital currency in which encryption techniques are used to regulate
the generation of units of currency and verify the transfer of funds, operating independently of a central bank [19].
Cryptographic hash function - a type of hash functions (see below) suitable for use in
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cryptography e.g. Bitcoin uses SHA-256 (Secure Hash Algorithm - 256 bit) [43, 54]. An
ideal cryptographic hash function exhibits the following traits:
• a hash can be easily produced for any message;
• it is difficult to derive the original data from its hash;
• any changes in the original data result in the hash changing so extensively that the
new hash value appears uncorrelated with the old hash value;
• it is infeasible for two different inputs to result in the same hash.
Fork - the event of a blockchain splitting into two or more chains. A fork can occur when
two or more miners publish a valid block at roughly the same time, as a part of an attack
(e.g. 51% attack) or when a blockchain protocol change is attempted (such a fork is "hard"
if all users are required to upgrade, otherwise it is "soft") [8].
Hash function - any function that can be used to map data of arbitrary size to data of fixed
size [43, 54].
Header hash - a hash of the information contained in a block’s header which is used to
link the block with the next one. In the case of Bitcoin blocks it contains the blockchain
version number, the header hash of the previous block, the merkle root (see Merkle tree
below) of all transactions in the block, the current time and the current difficulty (see Hash
target below).
Hash target - a set of acceptance criteria imposed on a block’s header hash (see Header
hash above) by the protocol of a blockchain. In the case of Bitcoin, the target is an upper
bound on the hash’s value.
Internet of Things (IoT) - dynamic, global network infrastructure that can self-configure
using standards and interoperable protocols where physical and virtual things have identities, attributes, and personalities, use intelligent interfaces, and can seamlessly integrate
into the network [21].
Industry 4.0 - (4th Industrial Revolution) is characterised by the ability of industrial components to communicate with each other. It includes cyber-physical systems, the Internet
of Things and cloud computing [34, 37].
Linked Data - a method of publishing structured data so that it can be interlinked and
become more useful through semantic queries [22].
Merkle tree - a tree constructed by pairing data (e.g. in the Bitcoin system it usually refers
to transactions), then hashing the pairs, then pairing and hashing the results until a single
hash remains, the merkle root [3].
Mining - the process of verifying transactions and publishing blocks. The exact procedure
varies widely depending on a particular blockchain implementation. In Bitcoin’s case
miners compete to solve a mathematical puzzle that requires the consumption of computing power [60]. Once the puzzle is solved, the new block of transactions is accepted by the
network and committed to the blockchain. The miner is rewarded with newly generated
coins. For further description and examples see section A.2.1.
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Node - any device which is part of a network, and has a unique network address. In
the context of blockchain and crypto-currencies it refers to a wallet software such as the
Bitcoin client application.
Nonce - an arbitrary number that may only be used once. In the case of Bitcoin, it is a
part of block’s header and mining nodes repeatedly adjust the number in order to meet the
target imposed on header hashes.
"Nothing at stake" problem - a shortfall experience by blockchain using a proof-of-stake
consensus mechanisms where block generators have nothing to lose by voting for multiple
blockchain histories leading to consensus never resolving [52].
Peer-to-peer (P2P) network - a network of nodes (peers) directly connected with each
other. The system relies on the peers, who have equal standing within the network, sharing
at least as many resources as they consume.
Permissioned blockchain - a blockchain whose use is restricted to known, vetted participants [47].
Permissionless blockchain - a blockchain that is accessible to anyone who wishes to use
it [47].
Private blockchain - a blockchain that limits read access to particular users [47].
Public blockchain - a blockchain that grants read access and ability to create transactions
to all users [47].
Public-private key cryptography - a class of encryption methods that uses pairs of keys
(e.g. a pair of two special numbers): public and private. A public key can be used to
verify that a message was created by an owner of the paired private key (verification of a
digital signature) and to encrypt a message such that only the aforementioned owner can
decrypt.
Smart contract - a contractual agreement built on computer protocols, whose terms are
executed automatically [47].
Semantic Web - an extension of the Web through standards by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in order to promote common data formats and exchange protocols on the
Web, most fundamentally the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [9].
Transaction - a transfer of a digital asset from an address (or addresses) to another address
(or addresses) [47].
Wallet - a public representation of the public and private key pairs that are used to store
and transfer coins.

A.2

Consensus mechanisms

This section briefly describes various kinds of consensus mechanisms (see definition in
section A.1) used for blockchain implementations. The following mechanisms are discussed:
• Proof-of-work
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Examples of forking during normal operation:
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Figure 11: Diagram demonstrating temporary blockchain forks [5].
• Proof-of-stake
• Deposit-based
• Byzantine agreement (PBFT)
• Rotation scheme
A.2.1

Proof-of-work

Proof-of-work is a method of achieving network consensus where the ability to verify
and publish transactions is dependent on the computing power of the miner [25, 47]. The
details have already been explained in section 2.1.
A.2.2

Proof-of-stake

Proof-of-stake is a consensus mechanism in which the ability to verify and publish blocks
depends on the "stake" (e.g. amount of the native currency) already possessed [47]. Verification is performed by the nodes with the largest stake in the network as its correct
operation is in their best interest, e.g. mining is easier for those who can show they control a large amount of the blockchain’s native currency.
Publishing blocks proceeds as follows [60]:
1. A participant needs to "lock" (e.g. deposit, spend) a number of coins in order to be
allowed to publish blocks;
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2. The participant needs to generate a block with a valid hash (as in the proof-of-work
system, but the more coins consumed, the easier the search for a valid hash);
3. The block is published and validated by other participants.
The system benefits over the proof-of-work mechanism from reduced energy consumption, immunity from hardware centralization and reduced risk of any one member acquiring the controlling stake as its cost might be higher than the cost of acquiring significant
mining power. However, it suffers from the "nothing at stake" problem (described in
section A.1).
A.2.3

Deposit-based

A deposit-based consensus protocol requires the participants to register a security deposit
in order to serve the consensus by producing blocks [63]. In the case of Ethereum, a chain
selection rule called GHOST (Greedy Heaviest Observed Sub Tree) serves as an arbitrator
governing the security deposits [57]. If a node validates a transaction that GHOST considers invalid, the node loses its deposit and forfeits the privilege of participating in the
consensus process. This directly solves the "nothing-at-stake" problem (described in section A.1). This system benefits from strong convergence of history (i.e. every block would
either be fully abandoned or fully adopted) and strengthened immutability as blocks that
are not in the main chain remain on the record [57]. Ethereum is expected to introduce a
deposit-based consensus protocol called Casper [63].
A.2.4

Byzantine agreement

Byzantine agreement, also known as Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), type
consensus mechanisms are based on a solution to the Byzantine Generals Problem (described in section A.1). In this case each node generates a private-public key pair and
publishes the public key. Messages from other nodes, which are concerned with issues
requiring the network agreement, passing through the node are signed by the node to verify their format. Once enough identical responses are recorded, the consensus about the
issue in question is reached. This protocol is suitable for low-latency storage system and
digital asset-based platforms that do not require a large data throughput, but need many
transactions [27, 60]. One of the platforms using it is Hyperledger.
This method does not require any hashing power (hence enjoys reduced energy usage),
provides fast and efficient consensus convergence and decouples trust from resource ownership making it possible for the small to keep the powerful honest. However, the system
needs to be set up by a central authority or over a course of closed negotiations and all
parties have to agree on the exact list of participants [46].
Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA) is a type of PBFT, but it enjoys an open membership scheme [46], where all nodes know other nodes and can consider some to be
important. Whenever a transaction needs to be verified, any given node waits for the vast
majority of the nodes it considers important to agree with each other. At the same time,
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the important participants do not agree to the transaction until the participants they consider important agree as well. Eventually, sufficiently large part of the network accepts
the transaction making it infeasible for an attacker to make any changes. The FBA system
relies on small sets of trusted parties which would consist of the nodes that built their
trust level over time through good behaviour [46]. A platform called Stellar employs this
scheme [35].
A.2.5

Round robin

For private blockchains, where certain degree of trust between the participants is possible,
the network consensus can be achieved without difficult computations. In the case of MultiChain [33] the set of miners is limited to known entities which take turns in publishing
blocks. The strictness of the rotation scheme is controlled using a parameter called mining diversity (0 ≤ mining diversity ≤ 1). This parameter defines the minimum proportion
of permitted miners needed to control the network. 0.75 is a recommended value [33], as
high values are safer, but a value too close to 1 can cause the blockchain to freeze up if
some miners become inactive. In the case that the network splits temporarily (e.g. due
to communications failure) resulting in a fork, the branch with the longer chain will be
adopted.
The participants are approved for publishing blocks as follows:
1. Any permission changes defined by transactions in the current block are applied;
2. The current number of permitted miners is calculated;
3. The number of miners is multiplied by mining diversity and rounded up to get spacing;
4. If any of the spacing-1 blocks were mined by the current miner, the block is invalid.
The scheme enjoys the following advantages over a centralised database:
• Each participant has full control over its assets via their ownership of private key(s);
• Distributed control prevents an individual or a small group from unilaterally deciding which transactions are valid or will be confirmed;
• More robust as access and validation of transactions will continue even if a server
malfunctions (i.e. no single point of failure).
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